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A reader asks several questions on topics already touched upon or well covered.
Q1: What about why certain souls come in with the intention to become infected with HIV?
C:
This question asks about free will, which is always free. Human intent, action and will to
act are always without restriction or cost, and we say this because the urge to impose constraints
upon this, are also free will. A spiritual lesson for the many involved and observing, also.
The decision to contract a disease which can be either fatal or restrictive, is made with intent to
pass through the experience under the illusion the condition was arbitrary or contracted through
negligence or ignorance.
The value of human life, both to its possessor, loved ones and friends, and the general public in
the case of someone more widely known outside these smaller groups, brings everyone aware
together to reflect upon suffering, compassion, redemption, forgiveness and loss.
Q2:
Do you see a cure anytime soon? Why is it taking so long?
C:
This depends on the understanding of "soon" and the predictability of the future.
Surprised you would be to hear this cure already exists and has been developed on Earth, by
humans.
Nevertheless, when the solution will become well known and available, speaks to collective free
will and solutions to many human problems and challenges. The immunodeficiency virus has
components of arbitrary, random transmission and active decisions which brings it about. As
each person involved confronts it, great lessons are offered and learned. This applies to many
human physical conditions, diseases, infections, deformities, debilities and health challenges.
The spiritual issues to be tackled, from which great learning and soul growth arise, are the
important aspect of these things. The choice of a soul to become affected is of lesser importance,
but of great meaning also if not the spiritual priority.
There are cases of infection and physical conditions which do occur randomly however these are
minor, small in number and often a soul might choose to continue once the condition has
affected her or him. Almost nobody doing so, in conjunction with her or his guides and
guardians, remembers this once again awake, as part of the spiritual path taken and to be
followed.
The general revelation of the cure is not being made for what humans would consider nefarious,
profiteering reasons not limited to acquired immune deficiency syndrome but rather many
oncological and similar conditions, in general. The treatments are costly and profitable.
The many of you will react, that such negligence is criminal and we will say yes. No further will
be dive into the who, where and how. This we will leave to you, the one and all, to uncover and

resolve. Another collective soul lesson for all involved and also who observe.
Q3:

I also just read a article about the growing want for male birth control, will there
actually be one?
C:
Yes, however this already exists, however abstinence is deemed unpopular. The decline
in birth rates will make this a moot point collectively, before it is considered an individually
unimportant issue. As fertility among humans drops, in the coming decades, each individual who
believes himself to be fertile will continue to hold this belief for a time, before realizing there is a
greater force in play.
The medical ability already exists to permanently render a male unable to produce fertile
spermatozoa. This is considered unethical and is kept covered up, because the general backlash
and cost which would result, are perceived to far exceed the gain to be earned from production
and sale of the method.
The challenge is, the method is almost entirely permanent.
We understand you intend the question to be aimed at a temporary male infertility medication, as
exists for fertile females. To this we say, there will be medical problems for the male version, as
there has and continue to be for the female methods now commonly known. Side effects deemed
undesirable these are, and they will afflict different people in different ways, as already occurs
among many humans with many foods, drugs and environmental factors.
The collective will and ability to derive a pecuniary gain are the factors which drive the
perceived delay in such a method becoming known and used.

